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A Visit to Mies van der Rohe's Farnsworth House

PJ Media 31 Jul 2013. Although the term glass house has become ubiquitous in describing a type of modernist building, the idea was pioneered by Mies van der Rohe.

Farnsworth House - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Mies Van Der Rohe's Farnsworth House Is At Risk - Co.Design

Farnsworth House - Architecture of the World - WikiArquitectura

Farnsworth House, Plano, USA - info + photos of design by Mies van der Rohe, architect - Illinois Architecture: Farnsworth House architect + building news. Ludwig Mies van der Rohe.


Mies van der Rohe's Farnsworth House Faces an Uncertain Future. 4 Oct 2015. To dust the furniture or wash the dishes in the Farnsworth House on a hot summer day in the steaming Fox River valley, with the hermetically Farnsworth House, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe - Facebook by: clebersonmacFarnsworth House. by: MariàPavelló Mies van der Rohe - Barcelona 1929 by: Architecture M.Farnsworth House - Mies Van Der Rohe.